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amplify
Increase the volume of.
The manufacturers have developed a system of amplifying the radio
signal.

bloat Make bloated or swollen.
The dead man s stomach was bloated.

broad Broad in scope or content T G Winner.
A broad river.

broaden Make broader.
The road broadened.

circulate Cause to move in a circuit or system.
Antibodies circulate in the bloodstream.

diffuse Spread or diffuse through.
Diffuse hyperplasia.

diffusion The spreading of something more widely.
The rapid diffusion of ideas and technology.

dispel To cause to separate and go in different directions.
Dispel doubts.

disperse
Denoting a phase dispersed in another phase as in a colloid.
Emulsions should be examined after storage for droplet size of the
disperse phase.

disseminate
Cause to become widely known.
There is a subset of these low grade tumours that can disseminate and
migrate.

dissemination The property of being diffused or dispersed.
The dissemination of public information.

dissipate Cause (energy) to be lost through its conversion to heat.
No power is dissipated in this sort of control element.
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expand Expand the influence of.
The work began as a short story and was later expanded into a novel.

expansion
The increase in the volume of fuel on combustion in the cylinder of an
engine, or the piston stroke in which this occurs.
A small expansion of industry.

exponentially By means of or as expressed by a mathematical exponent.
Values distributed exponentially according to a given time constant.

extend Extend one s limbs or muscles or the entire body.
Can we extend the legs of this dining table.

holding
Something owned; any tangible or intangible possession that is owned by
someone.
Commercial property holdings.

pervasiveness
The quality of spreading widely or being present throughout an area or a
group of people.
The pervasiveness of violence on television.

proliferate Grow rapidly.
The science fiction magazines which proliferated in the 1920s.

proliferation A large number of something.
A continuing threat of nuclear proliferation.

propagate Cause to propagate as by grafting or layering.
Propagate sound or light through air.

scatter Sow by scattering.
There are many watermills scattered throughout the marshlands.

scattered Lacking orderly continuity.
Scattered villages.

spray Cover by spraying with a liquid.
Water sprayed into the air.

spread Spread across or over.
Bobby spread his arms wide.

spreading Process or result of distributing or extending over a wide expanse of space.
stretching Act of expanding by lengthening or widening.

strew Spread by scattering.
Leaves strewed the path.

unfold Open to the view.
Eva unfolded her secret exploits to Mattie.

widen Become broader or wider or more extensive.
The lane widened out into a small clearing.
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